






????????????Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin Shelley, 1797– 1851?






















?????????????????? F. W. ?????Friedrich 
Wilhelm Murnau, 1888-1931???????????????? 2????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????Gaston Leroux, 1868–
1927??????????????Le Fantôme de L’Opéra, 1919?????































??????????????? D.W.??????David Wark Griffith, 
1875–1948??????????????????????Tod Browning, 
1880–1962????????????????????????????






































Maria: Who are you? I’m Maria.
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????










?Robert Louis Balfour Stevenson, 1850-1894??????????????
???The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, 1886??????????






Mr. Hyde: I want you, and what I want, I get.



























Grace Merritt, 1884 –1943???? Burn Witch Burn?1932?????????








Lavond: Don’t be too alarmed, Radin.
The Devil Doll
????????????????????????????????
???????? 1931? 2?????? 4??? 80?????????
????? The Terror?1931???? Dr. X?1932????????????
???????Casablanca, 1942??????????????????
?????Michael Curtiz, 1886–1964?????????????????



















???????????????? New York World?1810–1931????
?????????????????????????????????
?????
Stevens: You’re an astronomer, Doctor?
Dr. X
Dr. Rowitz: Not that, sir.
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Helen: The real Egypt.
Mummy
Ardath Bey: I am Ardath Bey.
???????????????????? J. B. ????????J. B. 
Priestley, 1894–1984???? Benighted?1927?????????????
??????????????????????? The Old Dark House
?1932??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????Edgar Allan 
Poe, 1809–1849??????????????????The Murders in the 









?????????????????????Island of Lost Souls, 1932??
? 71 ?
???????????C??????Erle C. Kenton, 1896–1980????
????????????? H. G. ?????H. G. Wells, 1866–1946??
SF????????????The Island of Doctor Moreau, 1896??????
?????????????????????????????????
??????Gladiator, 1930?????????????????????





????????????????????The Invisible Man, 1933???
????????????????????????????? 1897?
???????? SF????????????????????? 3?




G??????Edgar G. Ulmer, 1904–1972???????The Black Cat, 
1934???????????????????????????????



















The Bride of Frankenstein





??????Tobacco Road, 1932??????????????? Tobacco 
Road?1933–1941?????????????????????????
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Lisa: It’s Lisa. Don’t you know me?
? 74 ?
Dr. Gogol: Each man kills the thing he loves.
Mad Love
??????????????????????????????




???????????The Pit and the Pendulum, 1842??????????
?????????????????????????? 1936????


















????????????Sons of Frankenstein, 1939?????????Joe 





















??????????William Sloane, 1906–1974?? SF?? The Edge of 
Running Water?1939??????????????Edward Dmytryk, 1908–






?????????????????????Ghost of Frankenstein, 1942??
?????????Harold Young, 1897–1972?????????????The 
Mummy’s Tomb, 1942?????????Roy William Neill, 1887–1946???
?????????????????Frankenstein Meets the Wolfman, 
1943??????????????????????Son of Dracula, 1943?
Voice: Bad luck.
The Wolfman
Larry: I killed Bela. I killed Richardson.
? 77 ?
????????????????????????????Ford Beebe, 
1888–1987???? Night Monster?1942?????????? Captive Wild 
Woman?1943?????????????James P. Hogan, 1890–1943???




1942??? 1945????????????????Cat People, 1942????
??????????I Walked With a Zombie, 1943??The Ghost Ship?1943??
The Leopard Man?1943??The Seventh Victim?1943?? ??????????
?????????????????????The Curse of the Cat People, 










???????House of Frankenstein, 1944???????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????








??Charles Crichton, 1910–1999?????????????Basil Dearden, 
1911–1971????????????Robert Hamer, 1911–1963??????




?Charles Barton, 1902–1981?????? 1948?????????????
???????????Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein??????
?????????????????????????????Bud 







1  1924? 6??????????????
2  Der Janus-Kopf?1920??Nosferatu?1922????
3  1925? 9? 6?????????????????????? 10? 17??
????????????11? 15??????????????
? 79 ?
4  1927? 10? 5??? 1928? 5? 19?????? 261???????????
5  ?????????? 1920???????????????John S. 
Robertson,1878–1964????????????Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde??F. W.?
???????????????????Der Janus-Kopf??J.??????
?????J. Charles Haydon, 1875–1943???????????????? Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde????????????????
6  ????????????????????? ?????????????
??????The Student Times, March 10, 1972?????????????
??????????? 1933? 12? 4??? 1941? 5? 31?????
3,182????????????????????????????
